This paper reports on the growth, structural and optical properties of GaN free-stranding nanowires synthesized in catalyst-free mode on Si(111) substrate by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy. Cylindrical nanowires with a hexagonal cross-section defined by {1010} planes and diameters down to 20 nm were observed. The nanowire length increases as a function of their diameter, following the Gibbs-Thomson expression. The growth rate in the lateral direction was studied using thin AlN marker layers showing that the lateral over axial growth rate ratio can be tuned from ∼1% to ∼10% by changing the III/V flux ratio, with the lateral growth remaining homogeneous along the NW axis. Nanowire ensembles showed a strong near band edge photoluminescence up to room temperature. Low-temperature micro-photoluminescence from a single wire is peaked at 3.478 eV with broadening of 6-10 meV. This emission is similar to the luminescence of nanowire ensembles, which demonstrates strain homogeneity from wire to wire. The optical properties along the wire axis probed by micro-cathodoluminescence were found to be uniform, with no evidence of a higher defect density in the bottom part of the nanowires next to the Si substrate.
Introduction
Group III-nitride semiconductors are currently the subject of intense study due to their appealing applications to highpower electronic devices [1] , short wavelength light emitting 6 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
devices [2, 3] or high-speed intersubband optical devices operating at near-infrared wavelengths [4] . However, nitride devices exhibit a high density of threading dislocations (typically ∼10 8 -10 10 cm −2 ), which are mainly due to the difference in the lattice constant and thermal expansion coefficient between the nitride materials and the commonly used substrates. Recently it was demonstrated that GaN material of high crystalline quality can be synthesized in the form of nanowires (NWs) (also called nanocolumns, nanowhiskers or nanorods in the literature) even on highly mismatched substrates such as Si(111) or sapphire [5] [6] [7] using various growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy, metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, hybrid vapor phase epitaxy or laser ablation. In all cases, the NW geometry prevents the propagation of threading dislocations in the core of the NW because the free surface at the sidewalls permits elastic relaxation of the strain [8] . Therefore, dislocations are expected to be confined at the interface between the substrate and the NW or bend to the sidewalls at the bottom of the NWs. The interest in nitride NWs for optoelectronic applications is two-fold: on the one hand, they solve the problem of dislocations and on the other hand they allow the device dimensions to be scaled down.
Two approaches have been used for GaN NW synthesis. The first one is based on the so-called vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism [9] , which uses a metallic catalyst (Ni, Fe, . . .) to promote 1D growth [6, 10, 11] . GaN NWs grown by VLS were successfully used to fabricate nano-devices such as lasers or modulators from a single NW [12, 13] .
A second approach to GaN NW synthesis relies on a catalyst-free growth mode, which consists of a spontaneous transition to one dimensional growth when nitrogen-rich conditions are used [7, 14] . One advantage is that catalystfree synthesis excludes the possible incorporation of catalyst metallic impurities in the NW material. For heterostructure formation, this growth mode also provides better control of the element commutation, since it is not dependent on a complex interaction between the constituents in the vapor phase, the metallic catalyst and the semiconductor solid state. Many groups reported the fabrication of dense GaN NW ensembles [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] as well as GaN/AlGaN and InGaN/GaN heterostructures in NWs [22, 23] by MBE using this procedure, but the exact growth mechanism remains an open question. The self-assembled NWs demonstrate a strong luminescence efficiency confirming the excellent crystalline quality of the material [23] [24] [25] . The NW density was shown to be affected by the III/V flux ratio and the growth temperature [15, 17] . However, it is desirable to independently control the NW density in order to select the growth conditions resulting in optimal morphology and crystalline quality of the NWs.
In this paper, we analyze the structural and optical properties of GaN NWs grown in catalyst-free mode on Si (111) substrate by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PA-MBE). Well-separated cylindrical NWs with hexagonal cross-section and diameters down to 20 nm were obtained. We show that the NW length increases with the diameter following the Gibbs-Thomson expression. A systematic investigation of the emission properties of wires was performed combining macro-and micro-photoluminescence as well as microcathodoluminescence along the NW axis. The nucleation on the NW lateral facets was studied by TEM using thin AlN marker layers. The lateral over axial growth rate ratio can be tuned from ∼1% to ∼10% by changing the III/V flux ratio, with the lateral growth remaining homogeneous along the NW axis. This opens a way for controllable fabrication of AlN/GaN heterostructures in the directions perpendicular to the NW facets, i.e. 1100 axes. This could be of technological importance since these directions are non-polar crystallographic axes.
Experimental procedure
The samples were grown in a MBE chamber equipped with standard effusion cells for Ga and Al, and a radio-frequency plasma cell to supply active nitrogen. The Si(111) substrates were first etched in 5% HF:H 2 O solution for 1 min and rinsed in deionized water. Prior to the growth, the substrates were thermally cleaned in the growth chamber for 10 min at 850
• C. The RF-plasma cell was operated at 520 W with a N 2 flow of 2.1 sccm. The growth experiments were monitored by in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
The ensembles of self-formed NWs were imaged using a field-emission scanning electronic microscope and the NW crystalline structure was analyzed by a transmission electron microscope. For TEM imaging, wires were cut from their substrate in an ultra-sonic bath of ethanol. The dispersed solution of NWs was then deposited on a Cu TEM grid with a lacey carbon film.
Macro-PL experiments were carried out with the UV excitation line (λ laser = 244 nm) of a frequency-doubled cw Ar + laser. The PL spectra were obtained by the combination of a 0.45 m focal length monochromator and a UV-enhanced charge-coupled device (CCD). The samples were mounted in a helium-flow cryostat.
μ-PL experiments used the same excitation line, which was focused onto the sample with a 20× microscope objective to a spot diameter of about 2 μm. We used a confocal configuration to collect the signal, which was detected with a UV enhanced CCD coupled to a 0.55 m spectrometer with a 1800 grooves per mm grating. Our setup allows us to image the sample area under investigation and the related PL signal.
The μ-CL setup includes a scanning electron microscope (FEI Quanta 200) equipped with a parabolic mirror (OPEA) and a variable temperature sample stage (5-300 K, Gatan). CL collected by the parabolic mirror was focused on the entrance slit of a grating monochromator (Jobin Yvon, HR460), and detected with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera. The typical electron beam voltage and current were 15 kV and 50 pA, respectively, with a spot size of around 50 nm.
For μ-PL and μ-CL, NWs were removed from their substrate by sonication and dispersed on either conducting Si substrates or sapphire substrates with an average density of ∼10 6 NW cm −2 .
Results and discussion

Morphology and crystalline structure of GaN nanowires
The growth started with the deposition at 650
• C of Al equivalent to a 1-4 nm layer thickness onto the Si substrate. During this preliminary stage, Al accumulated at the surface with the likely formation of droplets. Subsequently, the sample surface was exposed to the nitrogen plasma for 1 min. This exposure resulted in the formation of small AlN islands, as demonstrated by SEM observations performed on samples removed from the growth chamber after this stage. The island lateral size was measured to be in the 20-50 nm range. During the exposure to nitrogen plasma, nitridation of the rest of the Si substrate was also observed. This reaction was demonstrated by the RHEED pattern, which showed a change from Si(111) related surface streaks to a diffuse background as a consequence of surface amorphization. In addition to the diffuse background, the diffraction pattern related to the hexagonal phase AlN islands appeared. The substrate temperature was then raised to 800
• C and GaN NW growth was initiated by supplying Ga and N simultaneously.
It has been pointed out by Sekiguchi et al [26] that the pre-deposited amount of Al influences the resulting density of NWs. Indeed, the NW density increased from ∼0.7 × 10 9 to ∼3.5 × 10 9 cm −2 when the thickness of the Al layer was increased from 1 to 4 nm. The NW density is known to strongly depend on the incoming fluxes [16] . We found that the Al deposition has an even stronger influence on the NW density with respect to the flux ratio. When keeping the Al thickness equal to 1 nm and changing the Ga flux from 6.7 × 10 −8 to 1.25 × 10 −7 Torr, the NW density varies by less than 10%. Therefore, the Al deposition provides a simple method to control the NW density and the density becomes almost flux independent for the investigated range of fluxes. The nitridation of the Si surface probably increases the barrier for the initial nucleation of GaN, whereas this nucleation is more favorable on the edges of AlN islands [26] . GaN growth between the NWs finally takes place, producing a rough discontinuous layer. However, its thickness remains much smaller than the NW height. Figure 1 shows SEM crosssectional and top views of a low-density NW ensemble. The NWs have a cylindrical shape with a hexagonal cross-section and a diameter varying from 20 to 80 nm. For the majority of the NWs, the growth direction is perpendicular to the substrate. The rough and discontinuous layer between the NWs is clearly seen in the figure.
The NW shape was further studied by TEM. Figure 2 presents a TEM image of a typical GaN NW deposited on a carbon membrane. The NW diameter remains constant over almost the entire length except for the lower part, where the NWs were surrounded by the rough discontinuous layer. The NW growth axis was found to be parallel to the [0001] crystallographic direction. The image was taken with a 1100 zone axis. In this view, the inner part of the wire has a constant contrast while near the NW borders, equal thickness fringes can be seen parallel to the edges. This means that the NW facet is parallel to the image plane and thus its 6 lateral facets are defined by {1100} planes.
To study the crystalline structure, the NWs were oriented with the viewing direction along the 1210 zone axis, which allows us to discriminate between hexagonal and cubic stacking. Figure 3 shows a high-resolution TEM image of the NW end with the corresponding electron diffraction pattern in the inset, which demonstrates the wurtzite crystal structure. Neither stacking faults nor dislocations were found along the entire NW length.
The NW top facet is defined by a (0001) atomic plane. As seen in figure 3 , the transition from the top to the lateral facets at the NW top perimeter is not abrupt, but the angle is truncated at 34
• ± 5
• with respect to the (0001) plane. This could be related to the formation of stable {1013} facets. These facets are observed in GaN/AlN quantum dots synthesized using the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode [27] . It can be seen that the NW extremity presents no sign of Ga accumulation that could serve as a catalyst for a VLS growth.
NW growth rates
The V/III conditions for which the GaN NWs actually grow were investigated by varying the Ga beam equivalent pressure (BEP) from 6.7 × 10 −8 to 3 × 10 −7 Torr, while maintaining constant N plasma conditions. The growth time was 2.5 h. The average growth rates deduced from the NW heights and the 2D Torr, no NWs were formed. Instead, a compact two-dimensional GaN layer was obtained. These conditions correspond to Ga-rich V/III ratios as confirmed by the fact that, in that range of Ga flux, the growth rate does not follow the increase of incoming Ga flux (see table 1 ). This means that growth is limited by the nitrogen supply, which results in a 2D rate of about 160 nm h −1 . When the Ga BEP was decreased to 1.25×10 −7 Torr, NWs were produced. Their mean axial rate was 158 nm h −1 and the remaining surface grew at 112 nm h −1 . It is noteworthy that in that case, the NW growth rate is close to the N-limited growth rate of a compact 2D layer. A further decrease of the Ga flux resulted in a slightly slower growth rate for NWs. At the same time, the growth rate at the remaining surface decreased much faster: it became 23 nm h −1 for 7.2×10 −8 Torr and was almost completely suppressed at 6.8 × 10 −8 Torr. Therefore, NWs are produced only for N-rich conditions and the selectivity of the NW growth relative to the 2D growth is improved by increasing the V/III ratio.
The dependence of the NW growth rate on the diameter was analyzed. The NW height and diameter were determined from cross-sectional SEM images. The growth rate has a remarkably low dispersion of ±5 nm h −1 and shows a weak increase with NW diameter. This behavior could be explained by the Gibbs-Thomson effect, for which the wire growth rate is expressed as
where μ 0 is the difference between the chemical potentials in the vapor phase and in the solid phase of infinite size, K (nm s −1 ) is a crystallization coefficient, γ VS is the vapor-solid surface energy, S is the volume per atom in a crystal, T is the surface temperature and k B is the Boltzmann constant [28, 29] . Figure 4 shows the square root of the growth rate as a function of the inverse diameter. The dependence is well approximated with a linear fit as expected for NWs growing by the GibbsThomson effect. In contrast, for NW growth governed by surface diffusion, the NW growth rate is proportional to the inverse diameter [30, 31] . Such dependence was recently reported by Debnath et al for MBE-grown GaN NWs [32] . The apparent contradiction with our results can be explained by a theoretical calculation by Dubrovskii et al [29] , which shows that either the Gibbs-Thomson effect or the diffusioninduced mechanism can become predominant depending on the experimental conditions.
To further investigate the axial growth rate and to evaluate whether lateral growth occurs as well, thin AlN marker layers This clearly demonstrates that AlN can easily nucleate on the NW top, as well as on its lateral facets. Moreover, for the longer GaN segments, multiple alternate thin AlN and GaN layers can be observed near the NW facets. This shows that GaN can also nucleate laterally, but at a much slower rate compared to its axial growth rate. The high-resolution images obtained in scanning TEM mode (inset to figure 5(a) ) demonstrate that the lateral interfaces are abrupt at the atomic scale. By measuring the thickness of the different layers formed laterally, we deduced that in our conditions, the lateral growth rate is only 0.8-3.5% of the axial growth rate for GaN, but is much higher (∼35%) for AlN. A second sample containing AlN markers was grown using an increased Ga BEP of 1.25 × 10 −7 Torr while maintaining the same flux for Al. The ratio between the axial and lateral GaN growth rates is increased to 7-11%. This high sensitivity of the lateral growth to the incoming Ga flux can be used to form core-shell heterostructures around a NW.
In our experimental conditions, the lateral growth is homogeneous along the NW axis. For the NW presented in figure 5 , the lateral growth rate is symmetric on the opposite facets of the wire. However, for some NWs, a strong asymmetry is observed. We could not correlate this asymmetry with the diameter or the length of the NWs. Our observations suggest that the asymmetric lateral growth appears randomly and that it is related to the NW environment, such as the proximity of other NWs or the NW angle with respect to the substrate. Indeed, neighboring NWs or tilted NWs may shadow the incoming fluxes.
It should be noted that the extremity of each GaN segment has a facetted shape, as observed for the extremity of pure GaN NWs in figure 3 . The top of each segment also exhibits {1013} facets near the edges (these facets are marked with arrows on figure 5(b) ). The deposition of AlN markers preserves this shape. This means that the facets are formed at an early stage of NW growth. Figure 6 (a) presents the segment length as a function of the deposition time for NWs of different diameters of the same sample grown with a Ga BEP of 7.2 × 10 −8 Torr. A linear fit allows us to deduce an axial growth rate of 147 nm h −1 in good agreement with the SEM measurements in table 1. To verify that the growth rate is not time dependent, we compared the lengths of two GaN segments grown during 5 min in the middle and upper parts of the NW (GaN deposition time between the two segments was 105 min). The lengths averaged over NWs with different diameters are 9.8±1.2 nm and 10.1±0.8 nm for the first and second segment, respectively. This shows that the axial growth rate is constant in time. The dependence of the segment length on the NW diameter is shown in figure 5(b) for various growth times. For NWs with a diameter smaller than 40 nm, an increase of the NW length with diameter is observed in agreement with the SEM measurements reported in figure 4 . For larger diameters, the growth rate becomes almost diameter independent. Figure 7 (a) shows a room-temperature photoluminescence spectrum of the NW ensemble. The signal is peaked at 3.433 eV with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 85 meV. The emission intensity was compared with that of a MOCVD-grown 3.5 μm-thick GaN-on-sapphire template (using the same excitation and collection conditions for the template as for the NW samples). Despite the much lower quantity of active material for the NW ensembles, the emission from NW samples was 2-12 times stronger than that of the MOCVD template. The top curve of figure 7(a) shows the 'blue band' corresponding to the deep defect emission, which is probably related to the recombination of free electrons and acceptors [33] . The intensity of the defect luminescence corresponds to only 1.5% of the near band edge emission, demonstrating a remarkable crystalline quality of NWs. Figure 7(b) shows the low-temperature (4 K) spectrum of the NW ensemble. By lowering the temperature, the signal shifts to higher energy (3.478 eV) and becomes much narrower (FWHM = 9 meV) with respect to the roomtemperature spectrum. We also note a shoulder at ∼3.43 eV, which is reported as being related to structural defects at the NW/substrate interface [23, 25] . It should be noted that the PL broadening remains high with respect to the 1.26 meV value reported for GaN NWs grown on Si(111) and sapphire substrates with an AlN buffer layer [34] . One possible explanation could be a residual n-type doping in our samples. Indeed, it is known that the high-temperature growth on the bare Si surface could induce Si migration from the substrate and its incorporation into GaN. Most likely, the AlN buffer layer prevents the Si incorporation into the NWs. In our case, the small AlN islands, which promote the NW nucleation, are insufficient to avoid Si contamination. This residual doping could explain the PL broadening since we did not observe any structural defects.
Optical characterization
For μ-PL studies, NWs were dispersed with a density below 10 6 cm −2 in order to isolate a single NW. The imaging system allows us to observe the strongly localized (less than 1 μm 2 ) PL signal, which is attributed to single wire emission. The excitation power was a few microwatts focused onto a few μm 2 spot. Figure 8 presents a typical μ-PL spectrum recorded at 4 K. The signal is peaked at 3.478 eV with a FWHM between 6 and 10 meV depending on the wire. The broadening is only slightly reduced compared to the macro-PL spectra, which signifies that strain dispersion is low throughout the NW ensemble. No variation of the peak energy was observed for NWs of different diameters, which shows that quantum confinement effects are negligible. In addition to the main peak, the μ-PL spectrum shows sharp lines with a FWHM below 1 meV in the low-energy part of the spectrum. The energy of the lines is between 3.465 and 3.476 eV and varies from wire to wire. For certain NWs these narrow lines are absent as shown in the inset to figure 8. Up to now, no clear evidence to unambiguously assign the nature of these emissions has been found. The energy of the main peak corresponds to the free A exciton emission [24] , although at 4 K the bound excitonic emissions are expected to be dominant. One also notes a small shoulder at 3.483 eV which correspond to the energy of the free B exciton. The narrow lines could originate from bound exciton recombination. The difference between the NWs may be explained by the proximity of the lateral surface, which can change the exciton local environment by adsorption of charged species and shift the line energies.
The variation of the radiative properties along the NW was investigated using μ-CL. Figure 9 presents μ-CL spectra measured at different excitation points along a single NW at 6 K. The μ-CL spectra show a strong band edge emission at ∼3.483 eV, marked by a low-energy tail. The FWHM is 17 meV for the main peak and is 33 meV for the low-energy shoulder. The blue-shift of the emission with respect to the μ-PL could be explained by a stronger excitation in μ-CL resulting in a band filling effect [35] . When scanning the excitation position from the top to the bottom of the NW, the CL intensity was found to decrease by at most a factor of 3, which is remarkably small in comparison with MBE-grown GaN NWs with a columnar base [17] or with ZnO nanowires grown by MOCVD on Si substrates [36] . In these latter wires, the emission efficiency is reduced by three orders of magnitude at the bottom part of NWs. In agreement with TEM studies, μ-CL scanning did not demonstrate a high density of nonradiative defects in the NWs close to the substrate.
In conclusion, the catalyst-free growth of GaN NWs by plasma-assisted MBE was studied. The NW density was controlled by the pre-deposition of Al at the substrate surface. A systematic study of the dependence of NW length versus NW diameter reveals that the kinetics of NW growth is sensitive to the Gibbs-Thomson effect. The nucleation on the NW lateral facets was studied by TEM on NWs with thin AlN marker layers showing that the lateral growth rate is homogeneous along the NW axis and that it can be controlled by the III/V flux ratio. The lateral interfaces were found to be abrupt at the atomic scale. The possibility to control the lateral growth opens prospects for the fabrication of AlN/GaN heterostructures in the non-polar 1100 directions perpendicular to the NW facets. The optical properties of NW ensembles as well as of individual NWs were studied by photoluminescence and micro-cathodoluminescence. The NW ensembles showed an intense near band edge photoluminescence up to room temperature.
Low-temperature micro-photoluminescence performed on single wires showed the emission peaked at 3.478 eV with broadening of 6-10 meV similar to the luminescence of nanowire ensembles, which demonstrates the strain homogeneity from wire to wire. Optical properties along the wire axis studied by micro-cathodoluminescence were found to be homogeneous in agreement with TEM studies. These two analyses indicate that the whole length of the NWs detached from their substrate is free of crystalline defects.
